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impose sanctions on others for norm violations.
Strong reciprocators bear the cost of rewarding
or punishing even if they gain no individual
economic benefit from their acts (4).

When Does Economic Man’’
Dominate Social Behavior?
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The canonical model in economics considers people to be rational‘‘and self-regarding. However,
much evidence challenges this view, raising the question of when Economic Man’’ dominates the
outcome of social interactions, and when bounded rationality or other-regarding preferences
‘‘
dominate. Here we show that strategic incentives
are the key to answering this question. A minority
of self-regarding individuals can trigger a noncooperative’’ aggregate outcome if their behavior
generates incentives for the majority of other-regarding individuals to mimic‘‘the minority’s
behavior. Likewise, a minority of other-regarding individuals can generate a cooperative’’
aggregate outcome if their behavior generates incentives for a majority of self-regarding people
to behave cooperatively. Similarly, in strategic games, aggregate outcomes can be either far
from or close to Nash equilibrium if players with high degrees of strategic thinking mimic or
erase the effects of others who do very little strategic thinking. Recently developed theories of
other-regarding preferences and bounded rationality explain these findings and provide better
predictions of actual aggregate behavior than does traditional economic theory.
ost economic analyses are built on
two major simplifying assumptions
about human nature: Individuals are
assumed to be rational decision makers and to
have purely self-regarding preferences. The
modeling of complex social phenomena often
involves simplifying assumptions like these;
otherwise, models may quickly become mathematically intractable. The rationality assumption
consists of two components: first, individuals
are assumed to form, on average, correct beliefs
about events in their environment and about
other people_s behavior; second, given their
beliefs, individuals choose those actions that
best satisfy their preferences. If individuals
exhibit, however, systematically biased beliefs
about external events or other people_s behavior or if they systematically deviate from the
action that best satisfies their preferences, we
speak of bounded rationality. Preferences are
considered to be self-regarding if an individual
does not care per se for the outcomes and
behaviors of other individuals. Self-regarding
preferences may, therefore, be considered to be
amoral preferences because a self-regarding
person neither likes nor dislikes others_ outcomes or behaviors as long as they do not affect his or her economic well-being. In contrast,
people with other-regarding preferences value
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per se the outcomes or behaviors of other
persons either positively or negatively. A large
body of evidence accumulated over the last
three decades shows that many people violate the rationality and preference assumptions (1, 2) that are routinely made in economics
(3). Among other things, people frequently do
not form rational beliefs, objectively irrelevant contextual details affect their behavior in
systematic ways, they prefer to be treated
fairly and resist unfair outcomes, and they do
not always choose what seems to be in their
best interest.
It seems obvious that these violations of the
rationality and preference assumptions will
appear in the behavior of aggregate entities
like markets and organizations or in political
processes. This view is premature, however,
because many experiments also indicate that a
share of the subjects do not violate the above
assumptions and, as we will show, the existence of these subjects may cause aggregate
outcomes to be close to the predictions of a
model that assumes that everyone is rational
and self-regarding. The question is therefore
how the interactions among heterogeneous
subjects shape the aggregate outcome. The
intuition into the processes at work can be
sharpened by considering how self-regarding
individuals and strong reciprocators (4) interact in both sequentially and simultaneously
played prisoners_ dilemma (PD) games. Recent research has documented the existence
of a substantial share of strong reciprocators who exhibit a particular form of otherregarding behavior (5). Strong reciprocators
show a combination of altruistic rewarding,
which is a predisposition to reward others
for cooperative, norm-abiding behaviors, and
altruistic punishment, which is a propensity to
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Cooperation in the Presence of
Strong Reciprocators
A PD can be illustrated by a situation in which
two geographically separated individuals, A
and B, have the chance to engage in a mutually
beneficial economic exchange. A and B each
possess a good that they value, say, at 10, but
each player values the other player’s good
higher, say at 20. Therefore, if the players send
their goods to the exchange partner, they both
end up with a more highly valued good than if
they retain their goods. There would be no
problem if the players could sign a contract
that an impartial court could enforce. In the
absence of such contract-enforcement institutions, however, the situation represents a
PD: A is better off keeping his good, irrespective of whether B sends his good to A.
Because the situation is symmetric, B faces the
same economic incentives and both players
will, therefore, forego the opportunity for a
mutually beneficial exchange if they are selfregarding. Strong reciprocators, however, are
willing to send their good if they know or
believe that the exchange partner will also do
so. Thus, the exchange may take place in the
presence of strong reciprocators. But what
happens if a strong reciprocator (say, player B)
faces a self-regarding player A and both
players know each other’s preferences? If the
PD is played simultaneously, i.e., if the goods
have to be sent off at the same time, no
exchange will take place because B anticipates
A’s decision to retain the good and does
likewise. Thus, the existence of the selfregarding player A induces the strong reciprocator B to behave noncooperatively as well. If
the exchange is structured sequentially, however, with A sending off his good first, exchange will take place because A knows that B
will only send his good if he first receives A’s
good. Player A knows, therefore, that if he
does not send his good first, no exchange will
take place; if, instead he sends his good first, B
will reciprocate and both players will be better
off. It is, therefore, in A’s self-interest to send
the good in the sequential exchange; the
existence of the strong reciprocator induces
the self-regarding player to behave cooperatively in this situation.
The existence of strong reciprocators may
generate cooperative outcomes most of the
time, even if both players are completely selfregarding but have reason to believe that they
face a strong reciprocator with positive probability. Suppose, for example, that there are r 0
51% reciprocators in the population and 49%
self-regarding players. Suppose further that A
and B play the sequential PD, say, 10 times
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Cooperation rate

and player A does not know whether B is a bounded rationality or other-regarding prefer- introduce just a little bit of competition on
strong reciprocator. In this situation it is still ences to behave like Economic Man. This the seller’s side (13, 17, 18). Assume, for exrational for a self-regarding player A to co- principle not only applies to questions of co- ample, that instead of one there are two
operate (i.e., send the good) even in the final operation but is likely to play a role in many sellers who both want to sell their good.
period as long as he believes that he faces a other domains, including behavior in bargaining Again the buyer can make only one offer
strong reciprocator with more than a 50% encounters, in competitive markets, as well as which, if accepted by one of the sellers, leads
chance. Why? If A defects, he knows for sure in coordination behavior in organizations or in to trade. If both sellers reject, no trade takes
place; if both sellers accept, one seller is
that the opponent will also do so (i.e., will not society at large.
randomly chosen to sell the good at the ofsend the good) so that A’s payoff is 10. But
fered price. Almost all buyers make much
if A cooperates, his expected payoff is r  The Effects of Competition in the Presence
lower offers (Fig. 2A) in this situation, and
20 þ (1 j r)  0 if r 9 50%. A self-regarding of Strong Reciprocators
player B therefore has a strong incentive to To show how the interactions between strong almost all sellers accept much lower offers
reciprocate A’s cooperation in all but the final reciprocators and self-regarding individuals (Fig. 2B). In fact, if one introduces five comperiod because otherwise B would reveal that shape bargaining behavior, we consider the peting sellers into this game, prices and rehe is not a reciprocator and this would induce ultimatum game (12), in which a buyer offers jection rates converge to very low levels such
player A to stop his cooperation immediately. a price p to a seller, who can sell an in- that the trading seller earns only slightly more
Thus, the mere belief that there are reciproca- divisible good. For simplicity, assume that than 10% of the available gains from trade
tors generates strong cooperation incentives the buyer values the good at 100 and the (Fig. 2, A and B).
Early research on the ultimatum game
even among purely self-regarding players to seller values it at 0. The buyer can make
gain a reputation by mimicking the behavior exactly one offer to the seller, which the latter interpreted the egalitarian outcomes in this
of strong reciprocators. In fact, it has been can accept or reject. Trade takes place only if game as a sign that people enforce a norm of
shown that reputation incentives emerging from the seller accepts the offer. If the seller is fairness (19). However, if all people obey
norms of fairness, why does the
the belief that the opponent might be a
price sink to such low levels in the
strong reciprocator (tit-for-tat player)
100
presence of only a little bit of
may drive cooperation among purely
90
competition among sellers? Hetself-regarding players even in simulerogeneity in other-regarding prefertaneous cooperation games (6) and
80
ences is again the key to answering
even if r is very small (7, 8).
70
this question, but even if we assume
Theory also shows that a relativethat only a share of the people are
ly small minority of strong recipro60
strong reciprocators, we still face a
cators can generate cooperative
Without punishment
50
puzzle. After all, as Fig. 2, A and B,
outcomes in one-shot n-person PD
opportunity
shows, almost all the experimental
games (n 9 2) if the players are
40
With punishment
subjects make low offers and accept
given an explicit punishment opporopportunity
30
low offers under competitive conditunity (9). Suppose that after the
tions. Why do fair-minded strong
players in the PD have made their
20
reciprocators, when in the role of a
choices, they can punish the other
10
buyer, make such low offers and why
players at a cost to themselves. Selfdo they, when in the role of a seller,
regarding players will never punish
0
accept these low offers? A simple
in this situation because the game is
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
answer to this question would be
one-shot and thus there are no future
Period
benefits from current investments into Fig. 1. Cooperation rate in an n-person prisoners’ dilemma game that competition changes people’s
punishment. Strong reciprocators will, with stable groups (11). During the first 10 periods, subjects had no preferences; it makes them more
however, punish defectors even in one- opportunity to punish defectors. From period 11 onward, each selfish. But this would be an unshot situations, providing strong in- subject could punish at a cost every other group member after informative answer; if one can
arbitrarily choose the kind of prefcentives for the self-regarding players observing their cooperation and defection choices.
erence that explains an observed
to cooperate. Experimental evidence
has shown that this threat of punishment may self-regarding, she accepts even a price of 1 behavior, one can explain every behavior and,
generate very high cooperation rates in stable because 1 is better than nothing. Thus, a self- hence, in fact, nothing. Therefore, the chalgroups in situations where self-regarding play- regarding buyer will offer p 0 1 so that the lenge is to explain these facts on the basis of
ers alone would reach zero cooperation (10, 11) seller earns almost nothing from the trade. a given distribution of strong reciprocators
(Fig. 1). However, in the absence of an explicit Strong reciprocators reject such unfair of- and selfish subjects (9, 17).
The low rejection rate of reciprocal sellers
punishment opportunity, cooperation converges fers, however, preferring no trade to trading
to very low levels (Fig. 1). In fact, theory shows at an unfair price. In fact, a large share of under competition can be explained if one
that even a small minority of self-regarding experimental subjects reject low offers in recognizes their motives. Much research has
players suffices to induce a large majority of this game, across a wide variety of different shown that strongly reciprocal subjects have
reciprocators to defect in the simultaneous cultures (13, 14), even when facing high mon- the goal of punishing unfair behavior or of
etary stakes (15, 16). This fact induces many establishing a fair distribution of outcomes
n-person PD (9).
All these examples illustrate an important self-regarding buyers to make relatively fair (2, 20). Competition undermines or removes
lesson: Individuals who violate the assumptions offers that strong reciprocators will accept. the possibility of meeting these goals in a
of economics may create powerful economic Often the average offers are around p 0 40, heterogeneous population of self-regarding
incentives for Economic Man to change his and between 50% and 70% of the buyers and reciprocal sellers. A rational reciprocal
behavior, but depending on the economic propose offers between p 0 40 and p 0 50 seller knows that there is a positive probabilstructure, the existence of Economic Man (Fig. 2A). The behavior of both buyers and ity that the competing seller(s) will act selfmay also create strong incentives for those with sellers changes dramatically, however, if we regarding, i.e., will accept any positive offer.
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Moreover, the more competing sellers there
are, the higher the probability that there will
be at least one self-regarding seller. If a
competing seller accepts a low offer, the
reciprocal seller can no longer punish the
buyer by rejecting his offer because the buyer
can enforce the low price regardless of the
reciprocal seller’s behavior. Thus, rejections
are futile and, therefore, reciprocal sellers will
also accept low offers. Here again we encounter a situation where self-regarding agents
induce reciprocal agents to behave like selfregarding agents. (21)
Recent models of other-regarding preferences explain the phenomena discussed above
very well. These models are based on a taste
for reciprocation (22–25), the desire for equitable outcomes (9), a distaste for unequal
income shares (26), or a concern for helping
the least well off and the total payoff of the
group (27). For example, the theory of inequity aversion (9), which assumes a share of
people with a desire for equitable outcomes,
explains why cooperation fails in the absence
of a direct punishment opportunity and why it
flourishes when the same players have the
opportunity to punish group members. The
same approach also accounts for the rather
egalitarian outcomes in the ultimatum game,
while also explaining the low prices in market
games with competition (Fig. 2, A and B). In
addition, the model predicts when competition does not remove fair behavior. Assume,
for example, that the value of the good is not
fixed at 100 but is given by 10q, where q
measures the quality of the good and is
determined by the sellers’ effort. If the quality
of the good is difficult to enforce through

A

0.5

legally binding contracts, the seller has some
leeway in determining q, which implies that
he can reestablish equity by selling a lowquality good to an unfair buyer. Note that this
opportunity to reestablish equity is also
available in the presence of competing sellers.
Thus, if q is difficult to enforce through contracts, a seller with a preference for equity
provides an economic incentive even for selfregarding buyers to treat the seller fairly
because otherwise the seller provides low
quality. Experimental evidence in fact shows
that competition has little impact on prices
under these circumstances (28) because the
buyers’ price offers are mainly driven by the
concern to ensure high quality. This result
could not occur if there were only selfregarding sellers.
Bounded Rationality and Strategic
Complementarity
A useful pair of concepts for understanding
when aggregate behavior is, or is not, ‘‘
consistent
with full economic ‘‘
rationality are strategic
substitutability’’ and strategic complementarity’’ (29, 30). In consumer theory, goods are
substitutes if they satisfy similar needs such
as, for example, chicken and beef. Therefore,
higher chicken consumption will, assuming all
else is held constant, be associated with lower
beef consumption. Goods are complements if
having more of one good enhances demand for
another (e.g., peanut better and jelly). The
intuition behind substitutes and complements
can be extended to strategic contexts. Strategies are complements if agents have an
incentive to match the strategies of other
players. Strategies are substitutes if agents

B

5 competing sellers (predicted)

have an incentive to do the opposite of what
the other players are doing. For example, if a
firm can earn more profit by matching the
prices chosen by other firms, then prices are
strategic complements. If firms can earn more
profit by choosing a low price when other
firms choose high prices (and vice versa), then
prices are strategic substitutes.
The idea of strategic substitution and
complementarity was first developed in studies
of firm interactions (29, 30) but extends naturally to the interaction of economic agents
with limited and unlimited rationality (31, 32).
When economic choices are substitutes, then
rational agents have an incentive to behave
in the opposite way to that of less-rational
agents. Therefore, the rational agents’ behavior will counteract the impact of less-rational
agents on aggregate behavior. However, when
choices are complements, then it pays for
rational agents to mimic the behavior of the
less-rational agents. Therefore, the rational
agents’ behavior amplifies the impact of lessrational agents on aggregate behavior. There
is, in fact, evidence indicating that under
strategic substitutability, a minority of rational individuals may suffice to generate aggregate outcomes that are predicted by a fully
rational model (33) whereas under strategic
complementarity, a small minority of irrational individuals may cause outcomes that
are completely at odds with the rational model (34).
To see the amplifying influence of bounded
rationality, consider a simple game in which
many players choose numbers from 0 to 100 at
the same time. The average number is calculated and multiplied by 2/3. The player whose
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Fig. 2. Behavior of buyers and sellers in the ultimatum game and in market
games with competing sellers (17). In all games the buyer can make a price
offer between 0 and 100 for an indivisible good with value 100. (A) The
distribution of accepted price offers across conditions. In the ultimatum game
most prices are between 40 and 50. If there are two competing sellers, most
prices are between 10 and 25; in the case of five competing sellers, the large
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majority of prices is between 5 and 10. The dotted lines show the predictions
of a fairness model for each of the three conditions (17). The model has one
free parameter to fit the data and combines the theory of inequity aversion
(9), which assumes heterogeneous preferences for equitable outcomes, with
stochastic best reply behavior (50). (B) Sellers’ rejection rate across conditions. More competition leads sellers to reject low offers less frequently.
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number is closest to 2/3 of the average (in (2/3)X, which implies that X 0 0. Intuitively, c j 1 entrants or fewer is less than 50%. In
absolute value) wins a fixed prize. Suppose if some players choose numbers N above 0, equilibrium, exactly c firms enter when the
the numbers are interpreted as the time at they should anticipate that other players will capacity is c. If more than c entered, then
which economic actions are taken. Then the choose (2/3)N and should lower their choices; some firms made a forecasting mistake and
game is a simple model of economic situa- the only combination of optimal response and should have stayed out; if fewer than c entions like introducing a new product in a grow- accurate belief is when all players choose 0. tered, some firms that did not enter should
ing market, or selling stocks in a rising bull Although this reasoning is logically persua- have entered. Notice that near the equilibrium
market, because players want to move earlier sive, it leads to a bad prediction about what entry choices are strategic substitutes—if firms
than other players (i.e., choose lower num- will happen, and also gives bad advice. The think too many firms will enter, they prefer to
bers), but the optimal time to move depends on Nash equilibrium is an inaccurate prediction stay out; and if they think too many firms will
when the average ‘‘player moves. This game because strategies are complements: If a play- stay out, they should enter.
In experiments, approximate equilibration
is often called a beauty contest,’’ after a er thinks others will pick high numbers, that
passage in John Maynard Keynes’s influential player should choose a high number too, which occurs across different values of c, even in
economics book (35). Keynes describes the means that if limitedly rational players choose single-shot game experiments when subjects
stock market as a beauty contest in which numbers that are above the equilibrium of 0, must choose at the same time without commuinvestors try to figure out what stocks other then even rational players should deviate from nicating beforehand (2). This empirical result is
surprising because all firms would prefer
investors find attractive. Spotting the
to enter and earn 1 than to stay out, so the
stocks, which other investors will soon
1
firms must somehow collectively resolve
find attractive, earlier enables savvy
the problem of coordinating which of
investors to buy low and sell at a
0.9
Equilibrium=0
the firms will enter (earning the highhigher price, when the attractiveness
Data
est payoff ) and which will stay out, for
of the stocks becomes obvious to all
0.8
different values of c. But approximate
investors and prices rise.
CH prediction (τ =1.5)
0.7
equilibration occurs instantly, without
The beauty contest game has been
negotiation, communication, or learning
played with dozens of groups of
‘‘
0.6
over time. As Kahneman wrote, To a
subjects, including small groups of
students, highly trained subjects (propsychologist, it looks like magic’’ (39).
0.5
fessional game theorists), and large
In the beauty contest game, behavior
0.4
newspaper contests in which thouis reliably far from the equilibrium of 0.
sands of readers mailed in number
In the business entry game, behavior is
0.3
entries (36–38). The basic patterns of
surprisingly close to the equilibrium of c
numbers are similar across many
entries, even without learning or com0.2
groups. Figure 3 shows the data from
munication. The fact that numbers are
0.1
one study (using a multiplier of 0.7
strategic complements in the beauty
rather than 2/3) with Singapore engicontest game, and entry choices are
0
neering students (37). Number choices
strategic substitutes in the entry game,
are widely distributed. The most comprovides an important clue to explaining
Number choice
mon choice was 35, a good choice if
why the beauty contest results are far
you believe choices of others are Fig. 3. Number choices and theoretical predictions in beauty from equilibrium and the entry game
random (so the expected average will contest games. In the beauty contest game players choose numbers results are close to equilibrium. Can a
be 50). Some other subjects choose from 0 to 100 (x axis, bins of five numbers except 0 to 5). The unified theory of bounded rationality
numbers from 20 to 30, as if they closest number to 0.7 times the average wins a fixed prize. The explain the opposite results in the two
anticipate how other subjects are re- relative frequency of number choices is shown on the y axis (37). games, reflecting the different impacts of
sponding to perceived choices that are There are large numbers of choices at 50 and 35. The equilibrium strategic substitutability and complemenprediction is 0. The CH model (38) with t 0 1.5 predicts a spread tarity? The answer is yes.
random.
The equilibrium concept that is of choices across the 0 to 100 range, and frequent choices of 35,
One class of theories that can explain
most widely used in game theory 29, 26, and 25 (resulting from one to four steps of thinking). The the
‘‘ conflicting results in both games is a
offers a clear analysis about this actual mean is 39.9. The CH predicted mean is 34.9.
cognitive hierarchy’’ (CH) approach
game. In a game-theoretic (Nash)
(38, 40, 41). In theories of this type,
equilibrium, every player guesses accuratethe equilibrium by choosing high numbers as there is a distribution of the number of steps
‘‘
ly what others will do and chooses a best well.
of iterated strategic reasoning that players can
A business entry game illustrates the op- do. The fraction of players who do k steps of
response’’ strategy, which will give the highest expected payoff, given the guesses. The posite pattern, in which limits on rationality thinking is f (k). Zero-step players just ranunique equilibrium in the 2/3 game is to have diminished impact when strategies are domize across their strategies. Higher-step
choose zero. Intuitively, if players think the substitutes. Consider a business entry game players think they are playing against playaverage will be a number X, they should choose involving 12 firms. Firms can stay out of a new ers who do fewer steps of thinking than they
(2/3)X. But if they believe others guess accu- market and earn a payoff of 0.5, or can enter a do. The model can be closed mathematically
rately, then other players will choose a best competitive market with a capacity c, where c by assuming a distribution f(k), with a precise
response to (2/3)X, which is (4/9)X. If all is the number of firms that can coexist prof- specification of the beliefs of k-step players
players are reasoning accurately about the itably, and c is an even number (2, 4, I10). about the distribution of players who do less
reasoning of other players, they should then If c of the firms enter, or fewer, then all firms reasoning than they do. A reasonable specifichoose (2/3)(4/9)X, and so on. Imposing the who enter earn a payoff of 1. If more than c cation of beliefs is that k-step players believe,
restriction that all players guess correctly what firms enter, then all the entering firms earn 0. overconfidently, that they are responding to
other players will do leads to an equilibrium A smart firm that is neutral toward risk will players who do 0 to k j 1 steps of thinking. A
in which choices must equal beliefs, or X 0 enter if it believes the chance that there will be simple specification of f(k) that fits data from
www.sciencemag.org
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The beauty contest and entry games show
how the same unified model of bounded
rationality, made precise in the cognitive hierarchy approach, can explain when behavior is
far from equilibrium, in the beauty contest
game, and when behavior is surprisingly close
to equilibrium, in the entry game. In the beauty
contest game, strategies are complements, so
players who do limited thinking cause even
rational players to choose high numbers. In the
entry game, choices are substitutes so the influence of boundedly rational players on aggregate behavior is largely erased.
Strategic substitutability and complementarity can also play an important role in financial
markets, where these forces can amplify or
diminish the impact of limits to rationality on
aggregate outcomes. This can be illustrated by
prediction markets for bets on events, and stock
markets. In prediction markets, an upcoming
event is defined precisely so that bets can be
settled, such as the future price at which commodities will sell in a few months, the outcome
of a political election, or a newsworthy happening like the capture of Osama Bin Laden. In
prediction markets for events, assets are created
that pay a fixed sum if the event occurs. Traders
buy and sell the asset. The price that is established, normalized by the payout, gives a
market-wide probabilistic estimate that the
event will occur. For example, the Tradesports
Web site (www.tradesports.com) prices on
13 October 2005 implied a 19% probability
that Osama Bin Laden would be captured by
June 2006.
Many studies have found that prices in
prediction markets are remarkably accurate
forecasts of events (42). Orange juice prices
are very sensitive to cold weather in Florida,
which causes freezes and drives up prices by
reducing supply. Futures prices for juice are
therefore influenced by forecasts of freezes.
However, one study showed that futures prices
for juice are more accurate forecasts of the
chance of a freeze than U.S. National Weather
Service meteorological forecasts (43). The Iowa
Political Stock Markets (www.biz.uiowa.edu/
iem) also forecast actual election results more
accurately than expensive opinion polls in more
than 75% of hundreds of different elections at
many levels and in different countries (44).
Sixty days before presidential elections, the
Iowa market absolute forecast error of vote
share is only 2% (28, 45).
Prediction markets forecast accurately because poorly informed traders provide a clear
opportunity for better-informed traders to
make money. Better-informed traders who express their confidence by making large trades
can be sure to collect when an event either
does or does not occur, at a known time in the
near future. For example, if a better-informed
trader knows that the asset is undervalued (i.e.,
the event is more likely to occur relative to the
prevailing market opinion), he will buy the
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asset from the poorly informed traders. Thus,
substitutability again diminishes the impact of
less rational actors.
A contrasting case is stock markets. Stock
prices respond to new information rapidly, and
using public information (like past price trends)
to beat the market is difficult. At the same time,
because stocks are claims on profits of an
ongoing enterprise, there is never a fixed future
time at which the true value of a firm is established and bets are settled once and for all.
As a result, well-informed traders cannot always guarantee a profit at the expense of
traders with limited rationality. In fact, institutional constraints such as performance pressure, and impediments to selling shares short
(betting that stock prices will fall), mean that if
stock prices are bad estimates of the value of
a firm, large well-capitalized investors cannot
always guarantee a profit by ‘‘betting against
the market (46). The fact that noise traders’’
add volatility to stock prices creates a special kind of risk for smart investors, which
makes them reluctant to bet against noise traders and bring stock prices closer to the fundamental value of firms (47). As a result, when
there are institutional constraints trading strategies can be strategic complements, so that
well-informed investors can be forced to follow
a poorly informed crowd, rather than betting
against
‘‘ it. A striking example is the mispricing
of twin shares,’’ such as Royal Dutch/Shell.
Royal Dutch/Shell is a single company whose
economic value, until very recently, was divided into two separate shares, Royal Dutch
1
0.9
0.8
0.7

Frequency

many different games is a Poisson distribution, which is fully characterized by a single
parameter t, the average number of steps of
thinking (38). When t is 1.5 (an estimate that
fits many games well), the Poisson f (k) drops
off very rapidly; only 8% of players do more
than three steps of thinking. This low percentage reflects the intuition that because doing
many steps of thinking is mentally difficult,
and is constrained by working memory, three
or more thinking steps are rare without special
training or practice. Not surprisingly, experiments across different subject pools also show
differences in the average number of thinking
steps t across groups (38).
In the beauty contest game with a multiplier of 0.7, the CH model (with t 0 1.5)
generates a distribution of numbers across the
entire range, a spike of one-step choices at 35,
and two-step choices at 29 (Fig. 3). This simple model fits the basic features of the data
more accurately than the equilibrium of zero
(which was chosen by only 2% of the subjects). The model can sometimes be improved
further by including other thinking types,
such as players who choose very low numbers because they think, usually mistakenly,
that many others will do so as well.
The same CH model that can explain limited
progress toward the equilibrium of 0 in the
beauty contest game can also predict why
players converge close to the equilibrium
instantly in the entry game. In the entry game
with 12 players, zero-step players ignore the
value of c and enter with probability 0.5 for
every value of c. One-step players stay out
when c is 2, 4, or 6 (because they think there
will be too many zero-step entrants) and enter
when c is 8 or 10. Two-step players have a
more nuanced strategy, responding to their
beliefs about the combination of entry by 0-step
and 1-step players. When t 0 1.5, two-step
players stay out when c 0 2, because too many
0-step players enter, but they enter when c 0 4
or 6, because the one-step players stay out for
those values of c and make it optimal to enter.
They stay out when c 0 8, because entry by
one-step players crowds the market, but they
enter when c 0 10. Including each higher kstep type smoothes out the deviation between
the perceived rate of entry of the average of
lower-step thinkers, and the equilibrium rate of
entry even further, because of strategic substitution (players stay out when they think too
many players will enter, and enter when they
think too few will enter). The result is an aggregate entry function, averaging across players using different numbers of steps of
thinking, which predicts entry that rises monotonically in the capacity c, but also predicts too
much entry at low c and too little entry at high
c (Fig. 4).‘‘ This simple model is one explanation
for the magic’’ of approximate equilibrium
entry rates without learning or communication
in experiments.
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Total entry

0.2
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0.1

CH fit (τ=1.5)
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Fig. 4. Rates of entry in business entry games
and theoretical predictions (in percentage
terms). Actual and predicted rates of entry in
games with N 0 12 firms and capacity c equal
to 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. Identity line (*) shows
Nash equilibrium entry rates (entry equals
capacity). Actual entry in experiments [r,
(38)]. Entry predicted by CH model (&). Actual
entry is monotonic in capacity c, but there is
too much entry for low c and too little entry for
high c. Actual entry rates (r) are close to the
Nash equilibrium (*). The entry rates predicted
by CH (&) are consistent with the deviations
between actual and equilibrium entry rates.
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shares (traded in Amsterdam) and Shell shares
(traded in New York). Based on a merger
agreement, the Royal Dutch shareholders are
legally entitled to 60% of the combined
entity’s cash flows and the Shell company is
entitled to 40%. If the prices of the shares
reflect their economic value, then the ratio of
Royal Dutch and Shell share prices should
always be 60/40, or 1.5. In fact, the ratio of
the two stock prices has wandered away from
1.5 for many years, from 30% too low in 1981
to 15% too high in 1996 (48). If the ratio is
too high, investors can potentially profit by
selling Royal Dutch shares short and buying
Shell shares and waiting for the ratio to fall
toward 1.5. But betting that the price ratio will
revert to its economic value of 1.5 is inherently risky because markets are volatile.
When the ratio is well above 1.5, it often rises
even further away. In fact, hedge funds that
made highly leveraged bets that the ratio would
return to 1.5 are exposed to risk. If investors
with short horizons are nervous about betting
heavily on reversion to the 1.5 ratio, their nervousness keeps them from making large bets
on rapid reversion, which in turn keeps that
ratio from rapidly reverting to 1.5, which validates their nervousness.
The contrast between prediction and stock
markets reiterates the basic theme of this
review. In prediction markets there is a known
future time at which bets will be settled based
on event. As a result, trades are strategic substitutes because a well-informed trader can profitably bet against a poorly informed one with
little risk. But stock values are never decided
at a clear point in the future. So prices can drift
far from economic fundamentals for many years,
as the Royal Dutch/Shell case shows. Rational
traders who recognize the mispricing and bet
against it might have to wait
‘‘ years to earn their
due. As Keynes wrote, markets can stay irrational longer than you can stay liquid.’’ So,
trading strategies are complementary when
rational traders have an economic incentive to
go along with the crowd for extended periods
of time.
Alternative Models and Future Directions
The examples discussed in this review show
that heterogeneity in other-regarding preferences and bounded rationality, along with the
structure of social interactions, determine when
collective outcomes are close to predictions
based on rationality and self-regarding preferences, or are far from those predictions. Under
certain conditions, models based on selfregarding preferences and homogeneous rationality predict aggregate behavior rather well,
even though many people exhibit rationality
limits and other-regarding preferences (49).
However, under strategic complementarity,
even a small proportion of other-regarding or
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boundedly rational players may suffice to generate collective outcomes that deviate sharply
from models of Economic Man. The new models of heterogeneous social preferences and
bounded rationality explain these puzzling results in a unifying way because they explicitly
take heterogeneity and incentive interactions
between different types of individuals into account. Therefore, they can explain when Economic Man dominates aggregate outcomes and
when he fails to do so.
There are many other social domains in
which the mixture of heterogeneous social
preferences and rationality limits are likely to
create profound effects on aggregate behavior.
In companies, matching different workers to
appropriate jobs, based on their preferences and
rationality, implies interesting variation in the
nature of employment contracts and firm-level
outcomes. Designing well-functioning economic institutions, to help poor countries grow
richer, depends on a good model of human
behavior. Governments, philosophers, and
lawyers are concerned about crafting policies
that protect consumers with rationality limits
that are swamped by information and choices,
while protecting the freedom of choice of expert consumers. Understanding the biological
basis for differences in preferences and rationality bounds, and locating their neural circuitry, will also help social sciences, and will
inform neuroscience about important kinds of
higher-order cognition. A better understanding
of when the useful caricature of Economic
Man dominates markets, or is dominated by
social preferences and rationality limits, will
inform all these enterprises and could lead to
a more unified, and powerful, approach to
both biological and social sciences of human
behavior.
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